Oil-in-gelatin dispersions for use as ultrasonically tissue-mimicking materials.
A form of tissue-mimicking material is reported in which oil droplets are dispersed in a water-based gelatin. Broad ranges of ultrasonic parameters, including speed of sound, attenuation coefficient, density and backscatter level, exist for this material. Very important, the attenuation coefficients are nearly proportional to the frequency as in the case of mammalian tissue and the available attenuation coefficient slopes span the range of mammalian tissues. The available range of slopes is 0.1 dB/cm/MHz through at least 2.0 dB/cm/MHz. The available speeds of sound range from a minimum below that of mammalian fat (approximately 1460 m/s) to a maximum above the accepted average for human tissue (154o m/s). Densities available range from below that of fat (approximately 0.92 gm/cm3) through about 1.00 gm/cm3. Backscatter levels are easily made negligible compared to clinical levels and compared to those exhibited in previously reported tissue-mimicking materials in which the suspended particles are solid (Madsen et al. 1978; Burlew et al., 1980). Addition of solid or hollow glass scatterers allows backscatter levels to be made comparable to those clinically observed.